Your international ambitions
Our practical solutions

Our global outreach
Alida Solutions works with Russian and international
clients doing business around the world.
Due to the sensitive nature of our work we are unable
to provide the details of all the projects our team has
been heavily involved in.
We can, however, identify the following mandates.

www.alida.solutions

ALIDA SOLUTIONS DEVELOPS SOLUTIONS FOR DIVERSE
CLIENTS INCLUDING LARGE CORPORATIONS AS WELL AS
SMALL ENTREPRENEURS, GOVERNMENT ENTITIES, NONPROFIT
ORGANIZATIONS AND INDIVIDUALS.

EUROPE

united kingdom
provided legal Interpretation
services to a leading Londonbased family law practice in a high
profile divorce case

germany
provided interpretation services to
a Russian-speaking client during
their meeting with a German
partner who sought to expand
their family business related to
luxury champagne production

cyprus
prepared a legal opinion on legal
effects of a dispute resolution
clause embedded in the
agreement between Russian and
Cypriot companies

EUROPE

switzerland
organized a high profile event at
the UN Office in Geneva dedicated
to the presentation of Russian
vaccine against Ebola with Dr
Margaret Chan, the then DirectorGeneral of the World Health
Organization, as a special guest

spain
prepared a macroeconomic report
on Spain for a foreign investor
specializing in renewable energy
projects

russia
designed and delivered a full-day
English Language Training Course
for employees of a Russian major
power company to enhance their
language capabilities ahead of the
Russian International Energy
Forum

ASIA

kazakhstan
provided financial management
services for an international
arbitration conference in
Kazakhstan organized by
International Bar Association

hong kong
advised a client on English law
issues in their international
commercial dispute arising out of
a debt payment

south korea
provided language support to an
expert in mechanical engineering
in their business trip to Samsung
Digital City in Suwon

MIDDLE

EAST

uae
provided a legal opinion on a joint
venture shareholders agreement
governed by English law between a
Russian client and their partner in
Dubai

sudan
designed a project to establish a
gold exchange in Khartoum, and
developed a package of changes to
the regulatory and currency laws
which govern the gold market

saudi arabia
assisted with the design of a
Training Programme in Public
International Law for government
lawyers from the Kingdom of Saudi
Arabia

NORTH

AMERICA

canada
organized an educational tour for
students and professors from
National aviation college in
Quebec (Canada) to learn the
history of aviation industry in
Russia

usa
revised an annual services contract
between ICC Russia and American
Bar Association under the US law

usa
drafted a speech for a famous
American singer covering their
charity activities in the African
Region, and helped with the
production of a video address
filmed by the singer which
involved constant interaction and
communication with their
managers and agents

Our clients and partners include Sears Tooth Solicitors,
WorldSkills Abu Dhabi, Moscow Museum of Modern Art,
International Bar Association, American Bar Association,
Aequitas law firm (Kazakhstan), All-Russian Scientific and
Research Institute for Certification (VNIIS) and others.
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